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It is shown that recombination-stimulated diffusion, breakdown of clusters, and
other processes in semiconductors, which were previously associated with energy
transfer by nonradiative recombination to a center, can be explained by the
excitation of an electron (or hole) in the center into an antibinding orbital.
Experiments on identification of the proposed mechanism are examined.

PACS numbers: 71.35. + z

A new class of nonequilibrium processes occurring in semiconductors was discov-
ered at the beginning of the 1960s: creation or annihilation of centers as a result of
generation (by light or by injection) of electrons and holes with thermal energy.l'2
Because the energy liberated due to recombination in semiconductors (1-3.5 eV) is
small, these processes do not occur in an ideal lattice, as, for example, in alkali-halike
crystals,3 but are a result of photochemical reactions between existing defects and
impurities: dissociation of donor-acceptor pairs, clusters, donor associates, migration
of donors from sinks in the bulk of the crystal, and association of fine donors with the
formation of a deep center.a's They are caused by recharging of centers participating in
reactions, which changes the Coulomb interaction or molecular bond betwen the com-
ponents of a complex center.6'a

In 1974, Lang and KimerlingT discovered the phenomenon of recombination-
stimulated difusion (RSD): under the conditions of recombination, some defects are
annealed at an activation energy (E*ro ) that is much lower than the equilibrium (Er)
energy. The difference

tr ' r - I ' *ro = E" ( l )

turned out to be close to the depth of the election level of the center being annealed
relative to the most distant band.E" (Fig. 1). This effect was later observed in a number
of centers in GaAs, GaP, and SiC8'e which permitted refining condition (l):

E R S D = E T - E \ + A ,  ( l a )

where the value of / reached 0. I ev.8 other characteristic features of RSD8,e are: a)
presence of athermal diffusion in a number of centers Ensn : 0; b) linear dependence.
of the rate R of RSD on the concentration of the minority carriers zo; c) saturation of
the dependence of the rate of RSD on the recombination rate r.

The obvious explanation of the RSD effect, based on Eq. (l)and given in Ref. 7
and later adopted by other investigators,s'e is based on the fact that the quantity .8, is
the energy liberated with nonradiative multiphonon capture of a carrier by a center.
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FIG. l. Excitation of an electron out of the ground state (E ) into the excited state (tr) of the center,

corresponding to an antibinding orbital in the following cases: a) equilibrium; b) nonequilibrium with hole

injection.

This energy is completely tF4. (1)l or partially tBe. (ta)] transferred to the center and

leads to an effective decrease in the diffusion barrier.E.. We note that the well-known

difficulty of this explanation8 is that the excess energy should not be dissipated in the

lattice within the time of the diffusion jump.

The purpose of this paper is to show that there exists a fundamentally different,

alternatiue explanation of RSD and all its characteristics that is not based on the

multiphonon process. It is based on two assumptions.

L RSD (or some other elementary process, such as decay of a DA pair, etc.) can

occur at centers with a specific excited level situated in the conduction band [for
example, for a deep acceptor (Fig. l)], valence band, or forbidden band. The difusion
jump occurs with excitation of a center, when the electron makes the transition from

the level E, to the level E" (Fig. 1). The level E, corresponds, for example, to an

antibinding orbital. The possibility of migration of the defect accompanying excitation

of a carrier into an antibinding state has been pointed out by various authors.lGl2 A

calculation of the probability of such a process (dissociative attachment of an electron

to a molecule), demonstrating the, high probability of its occurrence, was performed in

Ref. 12. In general, it turns out that with the excitation of a center, a defect in equilib-

rium in the lattice at the minimum of the potential energy is located at a saddle point

and undergoes a diffusion jump. This the proposed mechanism is similar to Bourgoin's

mechanism,r3 6ut for the excited rather than the recharged center.

2. The second important assumption is that equilibrium thermal diffusion of these

defects occurs not according to the usual mechanism of thermal crossing of the barrier

by the unperturbed center but rather by an easier route (with lower activation energy):

due to thermal excitation of an electron at the center to the level E", i.e., according to

the mechanisms described in Sec. l. This gives an activation energy of equilibrium

difusion (if the Fermi level is located between the levels E, and ̂ 8" ) (Fig. I a)

Er = Ep + EB. (2)

Under nonequilibrium c<inditions with injection of holes, the holes are captured
in the level E". To excite the center, it is now sufficient that the equilibrium electron
be thermally excited to the level ̂ Er. Therefore, the activation energy of this process
(and of the RSD process) will be (Fig. lb)
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E n s o = E B  +  E . = E T - E . + E F ,  ( 3 )

where E" is the distance between the equilibrium Fermi level and the bottom of the c-
band.

We have thus obtained the Kimerling-Lang condition (1), if E"-9, and the more
general condition (1a), where A : Er.The rate of RSD is given by

,/ E- - Ep +8"\ / rr.- t)
. R - r w e x p ( - ' T  - ! 6 t w n o e x D t  - '  ' / ,  ( 4 )

k r  /  
' \  k r /

where zo is the concentration of equilibrium electrons, and llt is the pre-exponential
factor in the probability of a diffusion jump. It is easy to see that this process contains
all the features of RSD: Rnro; R saturates with increasing r, accompanying satura-
tion of centers by holes; an athermal process occurs if the level .8" lies below ,E in the
forbidden band or in the c-band; capture of holes immediately leads to excitation of the
center.

Important consequences of the mechanism of RSD examined above, which per-
mit its direct experimental verification, are: 1) dependence of the activation energy
.E*ro on Eo,in accordance with (3) and (4); 2) possibility of observing the athermal
RSD process by direct optical (selective) excitation of the center: transfer of an elec-
tron from the level E, to thelevel E" by a quantum hv : Ep 1E" (Fig. la) (this can
also be done by exciting an electron to another higherJying level with subsequent
transition of the electron to the E" levell; 3) possibility of observing RSD both for
nonradiative and radiative recombination centers (in contrast to multiphoton mecha-
nismsT'8), since capture of an electron from the bottom of the c-band into the ,E level
may be a radiative process; this situation has been observed in SiC (Ref. 9); 4) the
dependence of the activation energy of equilibrium difusion E, on.E , when -E drops
below the level E": Er:Er *Er, which corresponds to recharging of the center.
The dependence of E, on the charge on the center is well known for a number of
centers.s'e

In conclusion, it is important to note that the process of athermal (or thermal, but
with low activation energy) reorientation of f) centers in a KCI lattice (Cl vacan-
cy * Na or Li atom in the neighboring cationic site) with direct optical excitation of
the electron in the center into the 2s state, observed in 1968 by F. Luty,ta is a good
example of the recombination-stimulated process which was examined above and
which was observed in a dielectric crystal. As follows from this paper, analogous
processes in semiconductors should have characteristic indications of the multiphonon
mechanism of RSD,7'8 so that special study is required in all cases to discriminate
them.
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